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song "That's How IQ: Is the at
keyword required? I have a

method, which in a code
review has been commented
as: This use of the at keyword

is not required, here is one
way of writing this code. The

specific at keyword used is: at
(yCoord + xCoord *
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Constants.width) Has the at
keyword been removed from
the standard? What would be
a recommended alternative?

A: The C++20 standard
recently added a new

keyword value-bound to the
position, in the sense that an

object of type at is always
value-bound. The C++20
std::vector::at member

function is defined like T&
at(index_type index) & {

return const_cast(v[index]); }
There is an implementation-

defined order of the
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underlying array elements, it
is possible that v.at(index)

could be out-of-bounds. The
at() keyword was removed

from the 2014 standard as an
extension (see 18.6.1.1

paragraph 2). Prior to C++14,
there is nothing that

guarantees the position of the
underlying array elements. A

sequence point (which is
ISO/IEC 14882:2011 §18.5/3

(last sentence)) prevents
reordering of evaluation of
the body of a value-bound,

non-class braced-init-list, but
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the sequence point does not
guarantee that the underlying

array is evaluated in any
order. I imagine that the code

reviewer could not ensure
that a certain position would

be evaluated first. As a
recommondation, use a
function for finding the
position of the desired

element and use a function
for the element retrieval in

combination with
std::advance: T& find(yCoord,

xCoord, v.begin(), v.end(),
yCoord + xCoord *
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Constants.width); Function
find checks if the yCoord +
xCoord * Constants.width is
valid. It might be necessary

to make the search
boundaries inclusive, e.g. by
adding 1 to yCoord. In that
case, modify the following

line, e.g. 6d1f23a050
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